REVIEW

Pete’s Place/
Electrodyne modules

T

Here’s a trio of unusual 500 Series mods that cover most pre, EQ and dynamics
needs with character. GEORGE SHILLING enjoys himself.

he ‘Pete’ of Pete’s Place Audio is A-Designs’
enthusiastic audio guru Pete Montessi, and
the company is presided over by his wife
Lisa to bring a variety of handcrafted audio
products to market. Electrodyne started out in the
early 60s building tube gear for recording studios
of the era. Under subsequent ownership from the
mid-1960s the company used ICs to set the template
for analogue console design, with innovations like
modular channel strips, vertical bargraph meters
and off-the-peg consoles. Giants of the era like
Capitol Records, Stax Studios and Sound City were
customers, as were Frank Sinatra, the Beach Boys
and Neil Young. Long after the company closed
in the mid-1970s, engineer Ken Hirsch acquired
the name, sourced original design documents and
has revived the company. Ed Reichenbach started
CineMag after leaving Electrodyne, having designed
all the transformers there, so the new incarnation of
Electrodyne persuaded CineMag to start building the
original transformers again, enabling the current crop
of Electrodyne designs to stay true to their origins.
Electrodyne 501 preamp
— The 501 preamp features a
clicked Gain control with 2dB
steps over 12 positions, driving
a small but nicely damped output
fader knob with a further 6dB
of gain beyond zero, giving a
total of 68dB possible gain -–
plenty for just about any mic
and recording situation. The front
panel jack socket is a FET DI
input (6Mohms), selected with a
dedicated switch, feeding directly
into the front end of the mic
preamp transformer, adding a little
extra colour that I found especially
suited bass guitar. There is also a Z
button which flips the impedance
between 50 and 200ohms -– with
it pressed in, a U87 sounded a
little honkier. There are also the
usual buttons for 48V phantom
(with a red LED), polarity flip, and
a useful -20dB pad. I particularly loved the preamp
character on male vocals where it brought out a
musical richness in my baritone vocalist. Comparing
(fairly unscientifically) with a UA 610B the latter
sounded relatively clinical and uninvolving, especially
if the Gain on the 501 was cranked up a bit and the
output reduced for a bit of harmonic drive. Similarly,
a bit more of the subtle HF detail was evident from
an API, but I was happy sacrificing this for the grunt,
warmth and richness of the Electrodyne. I would love
a console full of these, the 501 (UK£636 + VAT) is a
big and rich sounding preamp that really rocks.

PROS
CONS
22

Authentic 1970s characterful mic preamp
with a rich sound.
None.

Electrodyne 511 EQ —
The 511 two-band inductor
EQ, like the 501, was
derived from the famous
ACC1608 recording console.
Inductors and transformers
are
hand-wound
by
CineMag Engineering from
Reichenbach’s
original
drawings. This is a fairly
broad EQ with a forgiving
sound; it is almost impossible
to make something sound
bad, much like my favourite
API and Harrison designs,
but even broader. There are
four frequencies on each
of the bands, plus a Peak/
Shelf button for each band.
On Low this is 40, 100,
250 and 500Hz and on the
High band it is 1.5k, 3k, 5k
and 10kHz — all of these
operate as Shelf. The Peaking
frequencies are restricted
to 250 and 500, 1.5k, 3k
and 5kHz. Frequencies are
easily selected with little
hook levers protruding from
underneath the gain knobs. The Gain/Cut knobs are
stepped with fairly stiff clicks, and only five positions
each side of zero. These are 2, 4, 6, 9 and 12dB which
might appear a little coarse, but in practice never
sounded harsh or severe. There’s a little pushbutton
to enable the EQ which has a red LED.
This is a very sweet-sounding general purpose EQ
for many tasks, with well-chosen frequencies that
always hit the spot — or at least the general area.
The 10kHz shelf boost is superb for adding sheen to
strings, enhancing vocal detail and the suchlike. The
5k really cuts through a mix in peak mode; shelving
is even smoother. The 3k peak is great for a bit of
presence and 1.5k pokes through really well if you
want something like a vocal to just sound louder.
On the low end, 40Hz is huge and warm, really
grounding bass parts very satisfyingly, and clearly
affecting frequencies higher up to some degree. The
100Hz is superb for general warming and really
helps in a very natural manner with thin-sounding
vocals. If you prefer your warmth to be audible on the
Auratones, then using 200Hz or 500Hz shelf boost
is very effective, and the latter settings in Peak mode
are often handy for cutting a bit of mud out, albeit
with fairly broad shapes. The Electrodyne 511 (£722
+ VAT) sounds gorgeous, and, really, what more do
you need than a bit of luscious top, middle or bottom?

PROS

Super-smooth and forgiving EQ curves.

CONS

Narrower peaks are occasionally wished-for;
no indication of which frequency bands are
affected by the Shelf/Peak button (as not
all are).
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BAC-500 Compressor — This is not an Electrodyne
product but a Pete’s Place branded compressor designed
by Brad Avenson of Texas-based Avenson Audio.
It is a feedback-style
FET compressor built
around two discrete
op amps and a
custom wound output
transformer.
Small
Focusrite Red-style
knobs are packed in
with tiny latching
pushbuttons,
and
a toggle. Operation
is broadly similar to
an 1176, with fixed
threshold, Input and
Output gain knobs,
Attack and Release
knobs and switched
Ratio control. Attack
and Release cover
a huge range, so
at their fastest they
are lightning quick
and there is audible
distortion on bass
guitar. You can achieve
dramatic
pumping
and a big thwack
with slower Attack
(although this is never
really slow), while at
slowest release the
compression can be
super smooth and
almost invisible, even
at high ratios. The
five Ratios available
are 2:1, 4:1, 8:1, 12:1
and 20:1, with a sixth position labelled with an
infinity sign followed by an exclamation mark. It’s
akin to the all-buttons setting on an 1176 and this
really rocks on drum mics. I had a Ringo-style mono
overhead AKG D19c which sounded immense using
some of this. It works particularly well used for
parallel compression, but with a bit less input drive
sounds ace as an insert compressor too.
A button labelled Dist for distortion adds even
more harmonic richness, it’s fairly subtle overdrive
rather than metalhead chainsaw but this is terrific for
adding a bit of hair, like the You’ve Lost That Loving
Feeling kind of saturated vocal sound. There is also
a sidechain filter with two settings; these are always
useful for making the vocal compression veer more
towards a touch of de-essing, or to keep a bit more
bass drum rocking through. The eight-LED gain
reduction meter allows you to keep tabs on what’s
happening. There is a Bypass button with a perhaps
slightly illogical LED –- lit means ‘not bypassed’. But
overall the BAC-500 (£680 + VAT) is a remarkably
flavoursome variant of what is surely everyone’s
favourite compressor, and despite the tiny format it
really does go to 11(76) and beyond. n

PROS

A great 1176-style compressor in a little
module; some excellent ‘bonus’ features.

CONS

None.
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